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America living up to values. 

I will be writing about liberty and equality from the past and from the present day. 

In the 1700s the Rebels fought for our liberty and equality and gained independence against the 

british. The ebels were fighting for this because they were tired of the Union getting in the way 

of their laws. America is living up to their core values because when the union and rebels fought, 

they fought for what they believed in, and we are doing that today by fighting for equality. 

 

We are living up to our core values because we are still fighting for liberty and freedom 

to the this day. Back then, two different sides were fighting for their own rights. Nowadays, our 

whole nation is fighting for equality. Recently people have been fighting for BLM. People 

physically fight and mentally fight for BLM by protesting or rioting. Recently in 2020 due to 

George Floyd's death most americans are protesing to justify his death and to end police 
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brutality. I chose this example because at this day and age people are fighting for equality and it's 

a hot trending topic. The BLM movement and the rebels/union are fighting for rights that they 

believe in. 

 

I want to prove that we are still fighting and getting  what we want to this day. We are 

still protesting till this day and we are still trying to make a change. "We are tired. We are tired 

of waking up every single day and seeing Black death," said Tennille Newbold. I chose this 

quote because this woman is tired of black people dying and she wants equality.  She thinks 

more black people get killed by cops than black people. This woman thinks all cops are racist. 

Colored people are fighting for their equality just like how rebels/unions were fighting for their 

rights in their states. 
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America today is fighting for equalty just like the Unions did back then when they 

wanted slavery abolished. America has been fighting for what they want since the beggening. 

Whatever new challenge comes, america won’t back down. My essay is important to read 

because .Just know that when we  deisre something in America, that is will be desired, maybe 

not now, next week,  or next year but, it will happen. 

 




